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Think forward to a new era in research and learning
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Music & dance

Music online: Classical music in video, volume II

Music Online: Classical Music in Video, Volume II brings classical documentaries and video performances, designed to enrich academic research and enhance learning. This collection offers a diverse range of musical genres, including orchestral, choral, and chamber music, spanning across various time periods from medieval to contemporary. This enriching collection features performances by esteemed music groups, providing an exceptional resource for music scholars and students alike. Delve into the intricate beauty of musical art and deepen your understanding of music through the ages. This collection will help researchers enhance their understanding of music history and experience the depth and richness of classical music.

Music online: Opera in Video, volume II

Volume II features a selection of notable opera productions and insightful documentaries from renowned artists and companies, offering a glimpse into some of the world’s most celebrated and historically significant operas. The collection spans a wide array of classic masterpieces, carefully chosen for their enduring impact on the opera tradition. With a diverse roster of ensembles and artists, this volume encompasses both classical and contemporary performers. It provides a comprehensive view of how the opera genre has evolved over time. From the grandeur of Italian and German opera to the intricacies of Russian and French compositions, this collection allows researchers the opportunity to explore a spectrum of cultural influences and artistic styles within the opera genre.

Dance Online: Dance in Video, Volume IV — The Dancio Collection

Coming in H1 2024

The fourth volume of Dance Online, in collaboration with Dancio, showcases an exceptional catalog of world-class professional instructors. Classes are tailored to the needs of all levels from beginners to seasoned dancers covering an array of diverse dance style ranging from ballet to contemporary. These expertly produced instructional titles provide detailed classes recorded in well-lit, distraction-free studios. Each class is meticulously described by a seasoned dance writer, ensuring clarity and relevance to enable students to grasp the subtle nuances of movement, posture, and expression.

Dance online: Dance in video, volume III

This volume addresses this key need for today’s dance students by providing hours of video content covering the full scope of 20th and 21st century dance. The collection includes videos from the most influential performers and companies. The diverse content supports a wide range of courses, from dance history and dance appreciation to choreography, dance composition, and improvisation.

Music & dance
Music online:
Smithsonian Global Sound
for Libraries, Volume II

New!

This new volume continues our partnership with Smithsonian Folkways Recordings to provide an extensive virtual encyclopedia of unique American folk, blues, soul, jazz, and protest songs, as well as a broad range of world music. This essential streaming audio collection is curated for diverse audiences and is an indispensable resource for scholars, educators, students, and music enthusiasts alike.

Theatre & drama

Broadway on Demand

The Broadway on Demand Collection brings together the full spectrum of Broadway performances with musicals, plays, dance performances, documentaries, and filmed series. With exclusive performances, backstage access, masterclasses, and more, this collection provides a front row seat to study and appreciate the art of theatre from the masters on Broadway.

ProQuest
One Psychology

ProQuest™ One Psychology is the most comprehensive and user-friendly resource available today designed to support the unique needs of the psychology and counseling curricula across research, teaching and learning.

This expertly curated multi-format collection supports multiple learning styles with essential, authoritative content spanning scholarly journals, therapy videos and counselling transcripts, with articles, news and ebooks covering psychological conditions, therapy, research concepts, tests and more.

ProQuest One Psychology offers a new interface and user experience that is tailored and designed to serve those studying, teaching, and researching psychology.

A psychology specific user experience

Much more than just a general cross search of content, the interface helps address the key use cases and tasks undertaken by those who are researching and learning the discipline.

Content is organized to align with how psychology users approach common assignments and research questions, allowing users to find the best information faster, and explore topics more deeply. ProQuest One Psychology Topic Pages provide foundational information on key psychology and counselling concepts, offering context and jumping off points for student assignments and deeper exploration.

Authoritative multi-format content

Content spanning scholarly journals, therapy videos, counselling transcripts, news, dissertations, research methodologies and more, provide users with a single location to explore the discipline.

“ProQuest One Psychology is an invaluable tool for students, academicians, practitioners, and educators looking to learn more about research methods, trends, and strategies for approaching fieldwork and therapeutic practice.

An essential purchase for institutions with undergraduate or graduate psychology or social work programs.”

Sarah Hashimoto,
Library Journal
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Clinical Nursing Skills in Video

Clinical Nursing Skills in Video is a new and growing collection of regularly updated demonstration and training videos produced by ProQuest to help nursing students learn, practice, and improve their clinical skills and provide the best possible patient care. Skills covered in the collection are specially selected by our advisory board to meet the current standards of best practice and align with the most commonly studied areas, with each video demonstrating a specific clinical skill step-by-step that is explained in clear language by the narrator.

- **High quality content:** All videos are peer-reviewed and accredited by the ANCC (American Nurses Credentialing Center) to ensure a consistently high quality.

- **Curriculum aligned:** Topics and skills demonstrated in this collection have been selected by our advisory board of licensed nurses, nursing educators, researchers, and librarians to ensure they meet current standards of clinical judgement.

- **Up-to-date:** Videos reviewed on a regular basis to ensure adherence to the latest nursing standards and best practices.

**Health Research Premium Collection**

In line with our Nursing & Allied Health Premium and SciTech Premium homepages, the new, highly visual Health Research Premium Collection homepage makes it easier for users to find the content they need straight from the home page including a new video carousel.

**New content includes**

- Over 120 Full-Text Scholarly Journals. Highlights include:
  - 39 titles from Springer Nature B.V. such as Nano Research and Journal of Clinical Psychology in Medical Settings.
  - New titles from British Medical Journal including BMJ Sexual & Reproductive Health.
  - 15 titles from Cambridge University Press including The Cognitive Behaviour Therapist, Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences, and Infection Control and Hospital Epidemiology.


Curated, peer-reviewed medical videos from Springer Nature.

**History & social change**

**Black History**

**History vault: Reverend J.H. Jackson and the National Baptist Convention, 1900–1990**

The Reverend Joseph H. Jackson was the longest-serving president of the National Baptist Convention, serving in that role from 1953–1982, and pastor at Olivet Baptist Church on Chicago’s South Side from 1941 until his death in 1990. During his presidency of the National Baptist Convention, at the height of the civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s, Jackson spoke about the importance of loyalty to the federal government and emphasized the ballot as the strongest weapon in obtaining civil rights. Jackson’s stance put him in conflict with other Baptist leaders, including Martin Luther King, Jr., who favored nonviolent civil disobedience to achieve civil rights reforms. The Jackson Papers span from 1889–2003 but focus on the period from 1950–1990. A major series of National Baptist Convention records includes Jackson’s correspondence during his time as the organization’s president, minutes of meetings, Jackson’s annual addresses to the National Baptist Convention, and some of his writings on civil rights and civil disobedience. The collection also includes a major series of Jackson sermons from 1928–1988, and personal records focused on his years as a graduate student from 1925–1945.

**ProQuest Black Studies**

**New!**

Organizations Topic Pages: The topic page collection contains additions of 19 featured organizations such as African American Police League (AAPL), Black Lives Matter (BLM), Black Panther Party, NAACP, and Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC).

**Black Lives Matter (BLM) Movement:** Over 500 articles selected from The New York Times on the Black Lives Matter movement were added to support research of this current movement.

Black Studies in Video: 850 videos from Alexander Street Black Studies in Video were added covering African American history, politics, art and culture, family structure, gender relationships, and social and economic issues.

The Hollywood Reporter Archive is a valuable digital backfile spanning over 85 years, from 1930 (inaugural issue) to 2015, chronicling the Hollywood film, television, and entertainment industries. Comprising approximately 300,000 pages, this archive represents an extensive historical record. It offers insights into the film industry’s technological advancements, economic fluctuations, and regulatory changes, revealing the forces that have shaped it. Through contemporary reviews, critical analyses, and box office data, the archive earns the emergence of film genres and the ever-evolving tastes of audiences.

The VIBE Archive

This archive consists of the full run of VIBE magazine, the U.S. magazine of music, culture, and lifestyle covering the underground and independent music scenes from 1986-present. Founded by Quincy Jones, VIBE not only offered influential reporting and news about rap, hip-hop, and R&B music but more broadly represented the often marginalized and underrepresented voices of the Black community. This archive is a valuable resource for those studying the development of music, culture, and lifestyle in the 20th and 21st centuries.

The House Beautiful Archive

The archive of the US edition of House Beautiful, from its first issue in 1896 to the present. The oldest still-published US shelter magazine, House Beautiful not only records the history of interior design, but demonstrates how broader social and cultural trends — e.g. women’s roles, family life, new technologies, and consumer behavior — have manifested themselves in domestic settings for over 125 years. This volume aims to show how comics, like many other art forms, have dynamically evolved unfolding new artistic mediums and presenting new perspectives from underrepresented comics creators, including voices from indigenous, black, Asian, and LGBTQ+ communities. The collection is balanced with industry how-to publications offering historical context, varieties of methodologies and practices, and invaluable industry insights from top professionals into the creative and business aspects of narrative fiction writing.

The Hollywood Reporter Archive

This collection comprises a variety of 20th-century serials covering many aspects of children’s lives and interests. These include titles focusing on education, entertainment/ literature, news, and religion/ moral development. As well as shedding light on the history of childhood and family life during this period, these titles will provide alternative perspectives in the study of 20th-century advertising/marketing, popular culture, education, media, and print culture. Major titles include Sesame Street Magazine, Look and Learn, The Children’s Newspaper, and Boy’s Own Paper.

Underground and Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels: Volume III, The Modern Age

Coming in H1 2024

*Underground and Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels: Volume III - The Modern Age (1986-present) offers in-copyright material dedicated to a pivotal era that ushered in significant changes in the realms of storytelling, representation, and the cultural relevance of comics. Within this volume, researchers can examine trends and developments particular to the Modern Age of comics in North America — digital creation tools, innovative shifts in art and narratives, and the rise of independent publishing houses and diverse voices.

Early Modern Europe, Collection 22: Pastimes in Early Modern France

Featuring over 550 items and more than 297,000 pages of materials from the Bibliothèque nationale de France, the culture of France is eclectically represented through works on pastimes and recreation. These works cover a wide range of topics, from classical works, travel guides, dictionaries, phrase books, and religious texts to instruction in foreign languages, as well as hobbies such as hunting, duelling, coin collecting, and winemaking.

Early Modern Europe, Collection 23: Education, Society and Cultural Life

This enriching collection features rare and invaluable literary treasures from some of the world’s oldest and most prestigious institutions with. With over 1,900 items and more than 179,000 pages of content, this collection showcases materials on education, society, and cultural life during the early modern period. Discover texts that expanded knowledge on a range of topics including politics, history, culture and the process of debating and creating social rules and governance.

Early European Books, Collection 24: Debate in Early Modern Europe

Coming in H1 2024

This collection provides pivotal texts primarily in French, spanning the late 15th to the early 18th century. It features seminal classical works, and explores an array of subjects, from political and philosophical discourse to scientific and religious debates. During this era, the accessibility of printed books to all societal levels, not just the privileged, served as a crucial means of spreading knowledge and stimulating debate. These texts critically deconstruct military campaigns, political strategies, and engage in debate on modernizing religion, language, and expanding philosophy.

Early European Books, Collection 25: Education, Society and Cultural Life

This collection comprises a variety of titles in Latin, Greek, and in foreign languages, as well as materials related to education and religion — e.g. religious texts to instruction in classical works, travel guides, dictionaries, phrase books, and religious texts to instruction in foreign languages, as well as hobbies such as hunting, duelling, coin collecting, and winemaking.

Early European Books, Collection 26: Mathematics, Science and Technology

Coming in H1 2024

This collection offers a mixture of British publications about the Empire and titles published in Commonwealth countries (including Australia, New Zealand, India, Canada, and Papua New Guinea). It will support research in key events in colonial history, including the later phase of the Scramble for Africa, the world wars, independence movements, the creation of the Commonwealth, and more. While official publications contain valuable information about colonial administration and ideology, more popular titles, covering the arts, society, and general interests, provide insights into the broader history and culture of former colonies.
This primary source material allows for researchers to identify and interpret the key events and trends in the industry, such as shifts in consumer preferences and behavior, innovations in materials and manufacturing technology, brand strategies, societal impacts of footwear trends, sustainability practices, and retail/distribution trends.

**Latinx History**

**Latín Thought and Culture: The NPR Archive, 1979–1990**

**Coming in H1 2024**

This collection showcases three NPR radio programs available for the first time as digitized audio with transcripts, including the Spanish-language Enfoque Nacional (1979–1988), the English-language Latin File (1988–1990), and the Spanish-language Panorama Hispano. These programs focused on Latinx issues related to politics, sociology, human rights, the arts, and more with interviews of key figures and news reported by a new generation of Latinx journalists at the time.

**Border Disputes and Conflict:**

Including friction along the Texas-Louisiana border.

**Anglo-American Influence:**

Including Anglo-American incursions and the arrival of Moses Austin.

**Rebellions and Wars:**


**Road to Independence:**

Documentation of the Chamí D’Arile incident, Dr. Long’s expedition, the Mexican independent regime, and the declaration of Texas independence in 1836.

**History Vault: Bexar Archives:**

**Colonial Archives of Texas during the Spanish and Mexican Periods, 1717–1836**

**New!**

This archive contains the official documents detailing the military, civilian, and political life of the Spanish province of Texas and the Mexican state of Coahuila y Texas. It is considered the most complete and detailed primary source in existence for the study of colonial Texas, documenting virtually all aspects of life in Spanish and Mexican Texas from 1717-1836. The scope of the documentation contained in the Bexar Archives is as vast as the territory whose affairs it recorded.

- This digital archive consists of 250,000 pages of manuscript documentation and more than 4,000 pages of printed material on colonial and regional history.
- Documents cover rich Texas history, including: Early Settlement and Indigenous Relations: Covering Canary Island settlers, religious matters, and interactions with Native Americans.
- Border Disputes and Conflict: Including friction along the Texas-Louisiana border.
- Anglo-American Influence: Including Anglo-American incursions and the arrival of Moses Austin.
- Rebellions and Wars: Coverage of the Mexican revolution, Gueriera-Magueño invasion, Battle of Medina, and the Fredonian Rebellion.
- Road to Independence: Documentation of the Chamí D’Arile incident, Dr. Long’s expedition, the Mexican independent regime, and the declaration of Texas independence in 1836.
History Vault: Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Early Cold War, 1946–1960

As the principal group of military advisers to the president of the United States, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) is arguably the most important body of military leaders in the world. Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the Early Cold War contains the formerly classified and secret proposals that, when approved by the president, became the military and foreign policies of the United States. These records offer a behind-the-scenes view of the highest levels of U.S. military decision-making. The reports in this module were written by hundreds of JCS staff members—experts in fields ranging from Chinese defense strategy to U.S. military counterintelligence.


Coming in H1 2024

The 63rd release of the Digital National Security Archive meticulously assembles a curated assortment of documents, providing a detailed exploration into the formative period of U.S.-Russian relations from the inception of the new Russia in December 1991 to January 2000. This comprehensive collection captures pivotal moments in diplomatic history during the presidencies of Boris Yeltsin and Bill Clinton, alongside the first notes of discord emerging under Vladimir Putin. Resulting from years of extensive archival research and numerous targeted Freedom of Information Act requests, this unparalleled compilation features a diverse array of memoranda detailing conversations among Yeltsin, Putin, and Clinton, as well as correspondence between top leaders, high-level memoirs from the Clinton administration, and analyses of Russia’s defense capabilities. Core topics encompass meticulous tracking of negotiations on nuclear arms reductions, non-proliferation efforts, and the withdrawal and dismantlement of nuclear weapons in Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. Additionally, the collection offers a comprehensive exploration of events such as the Russian wars in Chechnya, Russian peacekeeping in the former Yugoslavia, and the contentious issue of NATO expansion to Eastern and Central Europe, providing a nuanced understanding of the complex dynamics shaping U.S.-Russian relations during this critical period.

RefWorks

RefWorks is a cloud-based reference management service offering thousands of citation styles. It simplifies research workflow, making it simple to collect, organize, share and collaborate. It integrates with top writing tools, seamlessly imports from databases and discovery tools, and has administrative controls to measure ROI.

U.S. History

History Vault: Americans for Democratic Action Records

At a conference of prominent American liberals and labor leaders held in New York City on May 9–10, 1941, the Union for Democratic Action (UDA) was formally organized, with James Loeb Jr. as executive secretary, Reinhold Niebuhr as national chairman, and Frank Kingdon as president. The purpose of the new organization was to initiate a two-front fight against fascism, both at home and abroad. After World War II and the November 1946 elections, James Loeb Jr., national director of UDA, joined by Leon Henderson, Wilson W. Wyatt, Hubert H. Humphrey, and others, called for a convention of democratic progressives to meet in Washington, D.C., on January 4, 1947. Two days later, they formed Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) with James Loeb Jr., as national executive secretary. Among the ADA founders were Wilson Wyatt, first national chairman, Leon Henderson, Hubert H. Humphrey, Eleanor Roosevelt, Joseph P. Lash, William Rogers Jr., Joseph L. Rauh Jr., Walter Reuther, James B. Carey, David Dubinsky, Walter White, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Herbert H. Lehman.

History Vault: American Jewish Congress Records: Administrative and Executive Committee, Governing Council, National Conventions, and Executive Director Files

The American Jewish Congress, founded in 1918 under the leadership of Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, and Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, is one of the most important organizations dedicated to advocating for the interests of the American Jewish community and defending the civil rights of all Americans. The American Jewish Congress Records span from 1915-2009 and document the American Jewish Congress’s impact on the United States legal system, civil rights and liberties, the fight against discrimination and antisemitism, and support for the State of Israel. The records of the American Jewish Congress are digitized by ProQuest from the holdings of the American Jewish Historical Society. This archive documents Rabbi Stephen S. Wise’s influential contributions to 20th-century American history. It chronicles his impact through biographical details, personal letters, and writings on religious and political matters. His pivotal involvement in events like Zionism and the Versailles Peace Conference is highlighted, along with his founding of key organizations such as the New York Federation of Zionist Societies, leadership in national Zionist federations, chairmanship of the United Palestine Appeal, and his instrumental roles in establishing the American Jewish Congress and organizing the World Jewish Congress.

With topics spanning religious issues, civil rights, international relations, and interactions with notable figures including David Ben-Gurion, Reinhold Niebuhr, Woodrow Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt, this collection aids researchers in understanding the complexities of 20th-century American history, Jewish identity, and the evolution of social activism.

History Vault: Stephen S. Wise Papers: Rabbi, Scholar, Activist (1874-1949)

Coming in H1 2024

This archive documents Rabbi Stephen S. Wise’s influential contributions to 20th-century American history. It chronicles his impact through biographical details, personal letters, and writings on religious and political matters. His pivotal involvement in events like Zionism and the Versailles Peace Conference is highlighted, along with his founding of key organizations such as the New York Federation of Zionist Societies, leadership in national Zionist federations, chairmanship of the United Palestine Appeal, and his instrumental roles in establishing the American Jewish Congress and organizing the World Jewish Congress.

With topics spanning religious issues, civil rights, international relations, and interactions with notable figures including David Ben-Gurion, Reinhold Niebuhr, Woodrow Wilson, and Franklin Roosevelt, this collection aids researchers in understanding the complexities of 20th-century American history, Jewish identity, and the evolution of social activism.

Coming in H1 2024

Workers, Labor, and Race: Records of the Fair Employment Practices Commission, 1941-1946 serves as a valuable resource for scholars exploring the history of civil rights in the workplace and the landscape of civil liberties in America during World War II through the records of the Fair Employment Practices Committee (FEPC). Established in 1941 with the purpose of ensuring equal employment opportunities for minorities in defense industries during the war, the FEPC held jurisdiction over complaints against the federal government, as well as entities and unions engaged in war production.

Collection documents encompass thousands of complaints spanning race, national origin, and religion, resulting in a diverse set of documents such as central records, office correspondence, case documents, reports from FEPC regional offices, meeting minutes, internal studies, memoranda, analyses, transcripts, legal opinions, case files, and individual worker records.

Women’s History

Woman and Social Movements in the U.S. 2024 edition

Coming in H1 2024

Explore the multiplicity of women’s activism in American public life from colonial times to the present. The collection is organized around document projects. Each is a scholarly work that links an interpretive essay to 30 or more related primary documents. Four new document projects will be added in 2024, alongside book reviews, round table discussions, and more. The projects will continue to explore Indigenous women’s history as part of the “Voices of Indigenous Women in North America, American Empire and the Global South, 1820-2020: A Syllabus with Documents.”

ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies

Developed in collaboration with faculty, scholars, and librarians, ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies reimagines ProQuest’s award-winning women’s, gender, and LGBTQ+ studies content as a single, essential destination to serve research and learning in the field.

Curated interdisciplinary collections, many of which are rare and exclusive, are presented within a user interface specifically tailored for gender studies research. Theme-based visual timelines help students understand the sequence and relationship of the seminal events of women’s and gender history, and curated topic pages offer contextual information researchers need to explore the organizations and people who’ve shaped five centuries of history and our contemporary understanding of gender.

ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies serves researchers in women’s, gender, and LGBTQ+ studies with rich content and a student-centric approach to support interdisciplinary study across daily life, education, fashion and lifestyle, domesticity, health care, media stereotypes, cultural norms, and equal rights globally.

Interdisciplinary

ProQuest One Academic

A landmark resource with single point access to the world’s largest curated collection of essential content. Called “invaluable” by Library Journal, ProQuest One™ Academic, assembles four core multi-disciplinary products on the same responsive, cross-searchable platform. “This product offers both substance and style,” said the Charleston Advisor. “ProQuest One Academic is about intuitive as it gets.”

ProQuest One Academic includes:

Academic Video Online

A comprehensive video subscription, with almost 80,000 titles. The latest content additions include content from Sony Pictures Classics, FILM PLATFORM, PBS, BBC, Bloomberg Media Distribution, Qwest TV, Grasshopper Film, Collective Eye Films, Cheng Cheng Films, and more.

Curated interdisciplinary collections, many of which are rare and exclusive, are presented within a user interface specifically tailored for gender studies research. Thematic, visual timelines help students understand the sequence and relationship of the seminal events of women’s and gender history, and curated topic pages offer the contextual information researchers need to explore the organizations and people who’ve shaped five centuries of history and our contemporary understanding of gender.

ProQuest Women’s & Gender Studies serves researchers in women’s, gender, and LGBTQ+ studies with rich content and a student-centric approach to support interdisciplinary study across daily life, education, fashion and lifestyle, domesticity, health care, media stereotypes, cultural norms, and equal rights globally.

ProQuest Central

This multidisciplinary research solution is the foundational collection every library needs to support first year students through to scholarly researchers. In addition to some of the world’s most important scholarly publishers including Cambridge University Press, Springer, Nature, Emerald, and others, ProQuest Central™ delivers:

• Essential news content from sources such as Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Le Monde, The Economist, and more.
• Influential business and current affairs magazines.
• The latest academic thinking in the form of working papers and conference proceedings.

PBS Video Collection, 5th Edition

This collection of more than 1,600 streaming videos provides an exceptional range of content with the most valuable video documentaries and series from PBS. From science to history, art to Shakespeare, diversity to business & economics, the PBS Video Collection: Fifth Edition is a comprehensive resource of high-use, high-value video, to be used in teaching and learning. Territorial rights on select titles are also available in Australia, New Zealand, Europe and United Kingdom.

Key Features

• Provides access to one of television’s most trusted networks.
• Comprehensive, multi-disciplinary coverage across STEM, humanities, social sciences, and performing arts.
• Collection will continue to grow, into 2026, adding 200+ new titles annually.
• Multiple acquisition models available: subscription and life-of-file ownership. Libraries can secure perpetual ownership and be confident in providing faculty permanent access to beloved titles embedded in syllabi.

Learn more at www.alexanderstreet.com/pbs5

60 MINUTES: Volume 2

Building on the success of the 60 Minutes: 1997-2014 collection, we are proud to release Volume 2, extending our coverage from 2015-2025. This product provides students, faculty, and researchers with access to news coverage, investigative reporting, and feature segments of some of the most important global issues of our time. This collection will also include episodes from 60 Minutes II spanning 1999-2005, for even more comprehensive historical coverage. Only available to libraries through ProQuest, this collection is available as a subscription or for perpetual purchase.

*Territory restrictions apply
For the first time ever, nearly six decades of flagship news programming is available in one expansive streaming video resource. The CBS News Archive collection grants unprecedented access to the CBS News archives from 1950s-2010s, including programs never before available for distribution, since their original broadcast dates.

Key programs include Face the Nation, Eye on America, On the Road with Charles Kuralt, The Vietnam War, The FBI Declassified and more. This unique content provides an unparalleled look at American and World History events, as they were originally reported and is ideal for history, media studies, journalism, and social sciences students and scholars. Only available to libraries through ProQuest, this collection is available as a subscription or for perpetual purchase.

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

With over 5.7 million records and over 3.2 million full-text works, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global™ (PQDT Global) is an extraordinary collection of diverse, multi-disciplinary dissertations and theses. Introducing ProQuest™ Dissertations & Theses Citation Index: The newest collection on the Web of Science platform.

• Discovery of 5.7M+ metadata records from PQDT Global in a standalone database.
• Graduate works from 4K+ universities in 60+ countries around the world.
• For PQDT Global subscribers, links to 3.2M+ full text documents that include:
  - Innovative methodologies and experimental details outlined in the full document.
  - Unpublished datasets and results found only in the dissertation document.
• Cited reference indexing and linking will be available to further connect dissertations and theses to the Web of Science network.

Now available!

Cited reference indexing and linking further connect dissertations and theses to the Web of Science network. In addition to building a more holistic view of a research topic by including unpublished scholarship and diverse perspectives, with +172 million cited references from dissertations and theses researchers can now:

• Follow citation links to spark new ways of thinking about an idea.
• Quickly explore the research foundation of dissertations and theses on novel and niche topics and locate research that shares part of that foundation.

Keep up to date on what’s new in PQDT Global:
support.proquest.com/s/article/What-s-New-in-ProQuest-Dissertations-Theses-GlobalEn_US

Academic Complete

Providing libraries with affordable access to over 235,000* multidisciplinary ebooks, ProQuest’s flagship ebook subscription, Academic Complete™ offers libraries unique content value and user-focused features to provide ebooks relevant to current degrees and emerging academic trends, all in an engaging, accessible, award-winning interface. Using Academic Complete allows libraries to provide their patrons with:

• A broad foundational resource offering multidisciplinary ebooks, curated by on-staff librarians;
• Notable and award-winning content from renowned scholarly publishers, including Taylor & Francis, Wiley, Brill, Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, Emerald, and more;
• 24/7, unlimited, multi-user access that allows researchers to search, retrieve, save and access content at any time without limits;
• Essential content in over 50 languages that can be embedded into the student workflow via the LMS, plus thousands of DRM-free titles;
• Free research tools and enrichment elements that support quality research.

Sign-up for What’s New in Academic Complete updates:
support.proquest.com/s/article/New-in-Academic-Complete

*Territory restrictions apply
Science & technology

SciTech
Premium Collection

New, more browsable SciTech product homepages are now live

Based on extensive feedback from users the SciTech Premium, Technology Collection, and Natural Science Collection now have new, highly visual homepages that make it easier for users to access and evaluate the peer-reviewed journals, secondary sources, videos, and the other publication types they need to complete their work.

Users can easily navigate to other content types too, like trade journals, preprints, and conference papers from the new home pages. In our testing we found lower-level undergraduates often did not know what these terms meant, so definitions were added to explain these publication types.

New Content:

• Over 150 full text scholarly journals. Highlights include:
  - 15 from Cambridge University Press including Twin Research and Human Genetics, Research Directions: QRB Discovery, and Biological Imaging.
  - 11 from Common Ground Research Networks such as The International Journal of Design in Society and The International Journal of the Constructed Environment.
  - Over 400 videos across a broad range of science and engineering subjects. Includes peer-reviewed videos from Springer Nature produced by leading academics and practitioners in computer science to help students learn programming languages or manage large data migrations.
  - 20 trade journals and magazines from publishers including BNP Media and New Scientist.
  - New sources of gray literature including Environmental Impact Statements from the U.S EPA, reports from Fisheries & Oceans Canada, and research publications from WorldFish (non-profit aquaculture research institution).

O’Reilly for Higher Education

With a network of world-renowned technical innovators and corporate leaders, O’Reilly provides users with ebooks, videos, audiobooks, case studies, and expertly curated playlists to keep users informed of what’s next in the fast-paced disciplines of business and technology.

New content and platform features added in 2023 include:

• New navigation & user interface – A cleaner, more efficient way to explore the platform and discover ebooks, audiobooks, playlists and more.
• AI-powered search - Sorting filters now reside on the left panel, optimizing space and simplifying topic and content discovery for students and researchers.
• Courses tailored by role and skill - Makes it easier for students to browse all 4,100+ courses and zero in on the exact courses they need for future careers.
• Over 2,600+ books, 610+ audiobooks and 540+ videos from renowned publishers like Packt, Harvard Business Review [by Ascent Audio], Wiley, Apress and more.

Social sciences

Social Science
Premium Collection

Social Science Premium Collection provides access to databases covering all areas of the social sciences. Content added in the last 12 months includes:

Over 140 full text scholarly journals were added in the last 12 months. Highlights include:

• 59 titles from Common Ground Research Networks, including The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum, International Journal of Sport and Society, and International Journal of Diversity in Organizations, Communities, and Nations
• 19 titles from Cambridge University Press, including the Iranian Studies, Language and Cognition, and Journal of Roman Archaeology.
• 3 titles from the University of California Press including Civic Society, and Global Perspectives.
• The Journal of Aboriginal Economic Development from Captus Press.
• 31 additional scholarly journals were indexed from publishers such as Sage, and University of California Press.
• Magazines and trade journals including Sapiens (Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research).
• Thousands of extra full text dissertations, bringing the total number to over 110k.
• New full text conference papers and proceedings from conferences such as the International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security and the Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law.
• Working papers from Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
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Social sciences

Social Science
Premium Collection

Social Science Premium Collection provides access to databases covering all areas of the social sciences. Content added in the last 12 months includes:

Over 140 full text scholarly journals were added in the last 12 months. Highlights include:

• 59 titles from Common Ground Research Networks, including The International Journal of the Inclusive Museum, International Journal of Sport and Society, and International Journal of Diversity in Organizations, Communities, and Nations
• 19 titles from Cambridge University Press, including the Iranian Studies, Language and Cognition, and Journal of Roman Archaeology.
• 3 titles from the University of California Press including Civic Society, and Global Perspectives.
• The Journal of Aboriginal Economic Development from Captus Press.
• 31 additional scholarly journals were indexed from publishers such as Sage, and University of California Press.
• Magazines and trade journals including Sapiens (Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research).
• Thousands of extra full text dissertations, bringing the total number to over 110k.
• New full text conference papers and proceedings from conferences such as the International Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security and the Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law.
• Working papers from Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
Anthropology

Contemporary Anthropology: Archaeological Fieldwork and Methods

Archaeology has a history rooted in colonialism and the plunder of antiquities from the global south. This collection will bring together archival and textual material relating to archaeological excavations, methods, and practices done in the late 20th century to present day. It will help students debate ethical practices in archaeology, who owns the past, as well as contemporary field methods and analysis. The core archive featured will be the Cusichaca Archaeological Project (CAP) led by Ann Kendall who did numerous excavations in the Peruvian Andes from 1980s–2010s. Additional topics covered are: 3D Imaging, bioarcheology, maritime archaeology, paleoecology, lithic technology, rock art, colonialism, repatriation, cultural heritage, and more.

LGBT Studies

LGBT Magazine Archive, Volume II

This module expands the LGBT Magazine Archive program with the backfiles of over 20 additional titles. Magazines of this type are among the principal sources of documentation on LGBTQ+ cultures, lives, and events but back issues have not typically been collected by university libraries. Collection 2 will include titles produced for a variety of readerships and LGBTQ+ communities, including, for example, African American, lesbian feminist, bisexual and atheist. Publication types range from lifestyle publications, news titles, and leisure/travel guides, to journals aimed at a professional audience. As well as further U.S. and U.K. publications, Collection 2 extends the international coverage with some titles from mainland Europe. With content from the 1960s through to 2020, this collection will shed light on key topics such as health, lifestyle, politics, social attitudes, law, activism, LGBTQ+ rights, arts and literature.

Queer Past, 2023 Exhibits

Queer Past is a collection of primary source exhibits for students and scholars of queer history and culture. The database uses “queer” in its broadest and most inclusive sense, to embrace topics that are gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender and to include work on sexual and gender formations that are queer but not necessarily LGBT. Each of the document collections in the database includes a critical introductory essay that helps explain the significance of the primary sources in historical terms and in relation to previous scholarship.

The 2023 release will include six additional exhibits. Exhibits will cover queer suffrage, queer student organizing, Black gay men, HIV, cultural production, and more. Detailed exhibit descriptions coming soon.

Global Studies

Contemporary Global Issues in Video

This is a video only collection that updates the themes in the existing Global Issues collections. Encumbering international documentaries on humanitarian and environmental issues, this collection includes films on child trafficking, life in refugee camps to post-conflict support and LGBTQ+ rights, anti-corruption protests and indigenous people’s movements across the globe, and the impact of technology on international security.

Environmental-themed films illustrate the devastating impact of environmental degradation on the planet.

Religion & Philosophy

Twentyfirst Century Religious Thought Library: Volume V, Religion in Video

This addition to the Twentieth Century Religious Thought Library will be a video collection covering various global religions including Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Buddhism, and more. It will discuss how different faith and belief systems intertwine with our daily life, from navigating personal relationships to contemplating our mortality and processing death. Other topics include sacred spaces, worship, art, fashion in religion, and the challenges of practicing faith in the modern world.
Slavic and Eastern European Studies in Video
Coming in H1 2024

Slavic and Eastern European Studies in Video presents titles that delve deep into the historical and cultural dimensions of the region. Videos delve into the pivotal moments that have shaped these countries, exploring the impact of political upheavals, wars, and geopolitical shifts. Alongside this historical exploration, the collection celebrates the vibrant cultural heritage, spotlighting folk traditions, music, art, dance, and religious practices that form the heart of these societies.

Beyond its historical focus, the collection offers a contemporary perspective. Videos within it delve into current socio-political issues, economic challenges, and cultural transformations, offering valuable insights into the region’s present state.

Political Science & Public Policy
Supreme Court Insight: 1897–1932
The comprehensive collection offers researchers a single location for discovery of Supreme Court dockets, complete opinions, joint appendices and briefs, including those filed by amicus curiae. This user-friendly interface makes it possible to narrow searches within a specific case on a dynamic page. These case compilation pages are organized to maximize understanding of judicial process and to help users quickly identify content in Petition, Merit, and Resolution stages. The original module covers 1975–2016, with updates available separately. Historic modules include 1933–1974 and 1897–1932.

Trends & Policy: U.S. Environment
This collection explores how human interaction with the environment is changed by government policies. It merges content from a variety of sources and presents them in a unique interface designed to connect various environmental policies of the United States to their trending results. Curated Topic Pages cover such areas as the Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, fracking and the production of oil and gas, Native Americans, natural resources, pollution, health, and more.

Trends & Policy: U.S. Criminal Justice
This collection merges content from a variety of sources and presents them in a unique interface designed to connect various criminal justice policies of the United States to their trending results. Curated Topic Pages cover such areas as the Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, fracking and the production of oil and gas, Native Americans, natural resources, pollution, health, and more.

ProQuest Executive Branch Documents Great Series and Reports
New!
ProQuest Executive Branch Documents (EBD) Great Series and Reports is a curated collection of executive branch documents that focuses on complete series and monographs relevant to issues of today and their historic context. Parts are released annually covering the years 1953-present and consists of approximately 25,000 documents, including complete runs of series and selected monographs from a variety of agencies. Accessible on ProQuest Congressional, this collection builds upon Executive Branch Documents 1-6, which covers 1789-1952. Entitled users can search all executive branch content together and link back to pre-1953 documents from the later documents in a series. Entitled users can also search legislative content related to reports required by Congress with the reports themselves, and link from the executive branch document record to the related Public Law text, the legislative history on Legislative Insight and the regulatory history on Regulatory Insight. EBD Great Series and Reports facilitates teaching and learning about government policies, the implementation of laws, and changes in executive branch organization over time.

• Part 1 launched in 2023 with 6,300 series documents and 30 monographs with the remainder of the content to be added on an ongoing basis in 2024.
• Part 2 will launch in December 2024.

Supreme Court Insight Certiorari Denied, Part 3, 1954–1974
Each year, approximately 7,000-8,000 new cases are filed in the Supreme Court, but the Court agrees to hear only about 80 of those cases. The paid cases for which certiorari is denied — the cases not heard — are the cases included in our Certiori Denied collection. This is the third module in our Certiori Denied program. Sometimes the Court will continue to deny petitions on the same topic over a period of time before a case is finally accepted. Research on Certiori Denied cases might examine the petition language, topics, court of origin, role of certain organizations, attorneys, and Justices, as well as allow users with access to our heard case content to compare the denied cases to similar cases which were accepted. Denied case content includes dockets and petition stage briefs, including amicus briefs.

Institutional Subscription Options

Institutional Subscription Options
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Every library is unique. The complexities you face — from evolving content needs to staff shortages — deserve unique solutions. ProQuest books solutions were built by librarians for librarians and evolve with you to provide end-to-end support to meet your unique workflow challenges.

Over 186,000 titles were added to Ebook Central in 2023, including content from essential trade publications, popular academic imprints, textbooks, and unique university presses.

New Content Highlights:
• University of California Press is one of the most distinguished and innovative university presses today, offering over 3,900 academic titles in the Humanities, Social Sciences, and Natural Sciences.
• Boom Uitgevers is an independent Dutch publishing house delivering over 700 high-quality titles and educational materials in the Humanities, Law, Political Science, Philosophy, and Psychology.
• Oxford University Press (OUP) is the world’s largest university press publisher adding over 1,300 titles to Ebook Central in 2023.
• Faber & Faber, a renowned British publisher with over 40,000 titles published by influential authors.
Curated Ebook Collections

New in Curated Topics: Library Curated Lists

Indigenising the Curriculum is the latest LibList released as part of our new ProQuest Books initiative designed to foster collaboration in the library community.

Curated by Yanti Ropeyarn, Indigenous Library Liaison Officer at James Cook University, this list is based on culturally appropriate curriculum resources following “by mob, with mob, for mob”, a framework developed by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) for teachers and educators.

To explore curated lists, please check the respective Curated Topics section on LibCentral, OASIS and Rialto.
Sage has partnered with ProQuest to offer a flexible content subscription that provides access to specially selected digital textbooks and course materials tailored to meet academic, student, and library requirements. Available for the first time to academic libraries in a flat, per-title subscription fee on the Ebook Central platform, librarians can pick and choose from a range of over 600 high quality Sage UK titles. Content covers multiple disciplines and courses, including titles from popular series like Transforming Nursing Practice, Transforming Social Work Practice, Mastering Business Practice, and Academic Compete offers aggregation at an affordable price.

Level-up Your Ebook Collections
Unrestricted access to selected Sage eTextbooks, at an affordable price

New and exclusive!

Sage has partnered with ProQuest to offer a flexible content subscription that provides access to specially selected digital textbooks and course materials tailored to meet academic, student, and library requirements. Available for the first time to academic libraries in a flat, per-title subscription fee on the Ebook Central platform, librarians can pick and choose from a range of over 600 high quality Sage UK titles. Content covers multiple disciplines and courses, including titles from popular series like Transforming Nursing Practice, Transforming Social Work Practice, Mastering Business Practice, and Academic Compete offers aggregation at an affordable price.

Join the Path to Open with JSTOR and ProQuest
ProQuest has partnered with JSTOR on the release of Path to Open, an innovative pilot program to help libraries invest in sustainable Open Access solutions, acquire high-quality university press content, and support small and medium university presses in open access publishing. Librarians can now sign up for JSTOR’s Path to Open via ProQuest. Reach out to your ProQuest representative to learn more.

Need more Open Access content?
Activate Open Access Complete for free at your library and add over 15,000 curated OA monographs to your collection. Follow these simple steps to enable today:

- ebook subscription for academic libraries, Academic Compete offers a critical mass of over 235,000+ multidisciplinary ebooks with 2,500 new titles already added in 2024. The subscription brings over 40,000 notable titles from CHOICE, Resources for College Libraries, DOODY’s and the Book Citation Index that support existing curricula, emerging degrees and graduation rate trends.
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New in Academic Complete
Ebook Central offers aggregation at its best from a universe of award-winning, cross-disciplinary content from popular academic imprints, university presses and niche publishers. Curated, quality titles are available in affordable subscriptions with unlimited use and easy access to thousands of DRM-free titles. Celebrating over 20 years as the trusted ebook subscription for academic libraries, Academic Compete offers a critical mass of over 235,000+ multidisciplinary ebooks with 2,500 new titles already added in 2024. The subscription brings over 40,000 notable titles from CHOICE, Resources for College Libraries, DOODY’s and the Book Citation Index that support existing curricula, emerging degrees and graduation rate trends.

O’Reilly for Higher Education
With a network of world-renowned technical innovators and corporate leaders, O’Reilly provides users with expertly curated content to keep users informed of what’s next in the fast-paced disciplines of business and technology. New content and platform features added in 2023 include:

- New navigation & user interface – A cleaner, more efficient way to explore the platform and discover ebooks, audiobooks, playlists and more.
- AI-powered search - Sorting filters now reside on the left panel, optimizing space and simplifying topic and content discovery for students and researchers.
- Available products and services of business and technology.

Rialto enhancements
ProQuest Rialto™ is an academic marketplace that creates a seamless workflow for selection and acquisition and allows libraries to make informed decisions in the book-buying process. What’s New in Rialto:

- License Upgrade Requests: For titles already owned on Ebook Central, libraries are now able to request an upgrade to a higher license right from Rialto, without needing to navigate over to Ebook Central, for a more seamless upgrade experience.
- Enhanced List functionality: Rialto users can now tag colleagues in comments on shared lists, creating a more efficient teamwork environment within Rialto. Users also now have the option to receive a notification when tagged, enabling them to stay informed about ongoing list activity and respond promptly.

Ebook Subscriptions

Ebook Central offers aggregation at its best from a universe of award-winning, cross-disciplinary content from popular academic imprints, university presses and niche publishers. Curated, quality titles are available in affordable subscriptions with unlimited use and easy access to thousands of DRM-free titles.
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- AI-powered search - Sorting filters now reside on the left panel, optimizing space and simplifying topic and content discovery for students and researchers.
- Available products and services of business and technology.

OASIS
OASIS is a trusted ordering system for librarians with powerful tools and broad choices to support their collection development strategy. We continue to invest in OASIS to make selection and acquisition flow smoothly and efficiently.

New to OASIS and Rialto: Torrossa Digital Library from Casalini Libri
Librarians can now acquire 65,000 ebooks® from Torrossa, the full-text digital platform of Casalini Libri, through the OASIS and Rialto marketplaces. Torrossa distributes academic ebooks and journals from over 500 international publishers, specializing in Italian and Spanish Humanities and Sciences content in subjects ranging from ancient history to archaeology, from cinema to architecture, from philology to philosophy, from psychology to law, and more—many of which cannot be found elsewhere.

Torrossa is one of a growing roster of publisher direct platforms available through OASIS and Rialto. Acquiring these works directly through OASIS and Rialto enables librarians to consolidate ordering, invoicing, and activation within a single system, saving time and steps.

*Territory restrictions apply.*
Ebook Central enhancements

Ebook Central is an all-in-one ebook platform for research, discovery, selection, acquisition and administration for libraries.

What’s new in Ebook Central:

• Wait List: With this new feature, if an ebook is currently unavailable due to high demand and limited license availability, users will be able to “Place Hold” on a title. Librarians can enable “Wait List” in LibCentral.

• EPUB Citations: Users can now generate a book-level citation in all supported citation styles and export the citation to their preferred citation management tool.

Syndetics Unbound

Librarian Recommends: Lists

Librarians continue to innovate and curate unique Lists for their catalog, and share them globally with all Syndetics Unbound members, using Librarian Recommends: Lists. Have you enabled Lists in your catalog and shared them with your fellow Librarians?

Check out our spotlight on Librarian Recommends: Lists here:


Ex Libris library software

Alma

Ex Libris Alma™ unified library management service, the anchor to Ex Libris Higher Education services platform, provides libraries with a cost-effective and flexible library management solution.

Over 400 enhancements were released in 2023, resulting in:

• Simpler workflows due to new user interfaces throughout Alma.
• Better search and browse capabilities across the service.
• More efficient e-resource management functionality.
• Easier management of physical resources, including new Overlap Analysis for physical titles.
• Superior insights for collection development and assessment.
• Increased flexibility and automation across metadata and resource management.

Primo

Primo™ maximizes the exposure of library collections, while providing students and researchers with fast access to scholarly materials and intuitive ways to explore new content.

What’s new with Primo:

• New resource type filter ribbon, under the basic search box to improve searchability.
• Additional UX enhancements, such as accessibility and ability for users to extend sessions.
• Enhanced consistency of language (for books) and publication date fields.
• New resource types: magazines, magazine articles, questionnaires.
• Improved OA-handling, with the addition of Unpaywall as an indexed collection.
• Rights updates enhancements.
• 38 Quicklinks providers to improve full-text access.

Summon

Summon™ is a resource discovery solution that enables patrons to uncover a wealth of academic content, while advancing information literacy.

What’s new with Summon:

• New search scopes allowing users to “pre-filter” searches to specific local record groups.
• Upgraded support for Google Analytics 4 and Tag Manager.
• Enhanced consistency of language (for books) and publication date fields.
• Improved OA-handling, with the addition of Unpaywall as an indexed collection.
• Rights updates enhancements.
• 38 Quicklinks providers to improve full-text access.
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Rapido

Rapido™, Ex Libris’ unified library resource-sharing solution, gives patrons independent access to millions of external resources in two clicks. Connect your students to worldwide collections through your library’s discovery interface while the integrated automation capabilities handle your interlibrary-loan requests.

What’s new with Rapido:
- Rapido has reached 100 live customers after only one year on the market.
- New integrations with Article Galaxy by Research Solutions and with CCC.
- Linda Hall Library and Rapido are developing a net-lender workflow.

Leganto

Leganto®, a course resource list management solution, connects the library to teaching and learning. Increase the usage of the library resources in courses, streamline your library processing workflows, and gain actionable insights into course activities to enhance library services and impact.

What’s new with Leganto:
- Deeper integration with learning management systems (LMS), enabling a seamless experience for faculty and students.
- Support for active learning, including Social Reading and Read & Respond assignments on course materials.
- Enhanced functionality to support library productivity.

RapidILL

RapidILL™ is an interlibrary-loan automation system tailored for article and book chapter requests. Thanks to RapidILL’s smart routing capabilities, the +600 member libraries see their requests automatically fulfilled 95% of the time, in 10 hours on average.

What’s new with RapidILL:
- 1/3 of all UK libraries are now RapidILL members.

Library Mobile app

Library Mobile™ is a library app that is designed to enhance patron engagement and give greater visibility to library services and resources. Integrations, including Alma, Primo and Leganto, make it easier for patrons to access library materials on the go.

What’s new with Library Mobile:
- User signup and social media credentials is now available for Facebook, Google and LI.
- Coming soon! Patrons will be able to use the app to check out library books.

campusM

campusM™ is a student engagement platform that helps universities engage with, support and retain their students.

What’s new with CampusM:
- New Task Board feature released.
- User signup and social media credentials is now available for Facebook, Google and LI.

Clarivate™ & Ex Libris™ Integrations

Our teams have been working on exciting new integrations between our products to enhance value for libraries and their patrons. We have integrated holdings data from Alma into InCites™ to enhance collection management reporting and improve purchasing decisions. EndNote customers with Alma can take advantage of an integration to help patrons get to PDFs easier. In addition, we enriched the Central Discovery Index (CDI) with more accurate metadata and new collections from Web of Science to deliver a better search experience in both Primo and Summon.
Research & analytics

Research evaluation, funding, and management

The Clarivate research evaluation, funding, and management solutions provide the actionable intelligence and tools you need to implement evidence-informed strategies for success throughout the entire research lifecycle. Confidently assess your current research capabilities. Ensure you’re well-positioned to act on emerging trends. Secure funding, showcase expertise, and build high-value partnerships—all so that you can deliver on your institution’s mission.

InCites Benchmarking & Analytics

Drive your institution’s research mission forward with InCites Benchmarking & Analytics™, a flexible research evaluation tool that helps you easily analyze trusted data to make confident decisions about your research programs. Get the evidence you need to inform strategic planning, benchmark against peers, demonstrate funding outcomes and optimize collaborations.

Newly available this year, patent data from Derwent IP™, expanded awarded grant data from Pivot-RP, dataset exports from Web of Science up to 150K documents, and integration with Alma for collection assessment and development leveraging your own holdings data.

Esploro

Esploro™ research information management solution makes it easy for institutions to manage and showcase their faculty works, find subject matter experts to help secure more funding, enhance collaborations, attract talented researchers, therefore boosting the institution’s reputation. By integrating with Web of Science™, InCites Benchmarking & Analytics and Pivot-RP, Esploro delivers comprehensive researcher profiles and analytics on research collections and impact.

Pivot-RP

Pivot-RP™ accelerates the research process by providing research administrators and researchers access to the most comprehensive global source of available funding opportunities, coupled with editorially curated scholarly profiles, and funding insights to efficiently match financial support to researchers and partners. Pivot-RP deliver important insights to help research organizations win a larger share of available funding.

By integrating Pivot-RP with Esploro, Web of Science and InCites, these solutions can help you conduct meaningful evaluations, secure new funding streams and build programs that attract top talent from around the globe.

Research Professional News

Research Professional News™ is an award-winning, editorially independent news service that provides exclusive, timely, and trusted information focused on research policy and funding around the world, including at regional, national, and international levels. Research Professional News can be added on to any Pivot-RP subscription.

Web of Science APIs

Populate your internal systems with accurate data that you can easily update to improve assessment and reporting. Web of Science APIs seamlessly integrate high quality publication and citation data into your internal systems, including Current Research Information Systems (CRIS) and Faculty Activity Reporting (FAR) systems. The newest API—the Researcher API—helps university research managers integrate rich Web of Science Researcher Profile data into institutional portals.
ProQuest Platform enhancements support users with features on search results pages

ProQuest is continuing to optimize the ProQuest Platform based on customer and user feedback. Recent enhancements are available which offer new options for assessing and interacting with search results.

- Use Tools have been added to individual records in search results, offering users options to work directly within each search result item. As a user moves through the results list, individual items can be cited, emailed or saved to My Research. This change offers users more flexibility with how users interact with search results, offering options for individual result Use Tools, or Use Tools that apply to multiple items within the search results list.

- A “Quick Look” option is available on search results allowing users to quickly move item-by-item through the results list to get key information. Users see an overview of each item, including abstract and indexing if available and link to full text if available. This feature helps users gain a fast picture of how useful and relevant search results items are to their research question without needing to click into every result item.

- The search field present on results pages can now be hidden from view by the user if they desire, allowing for more focus on the results list.

More detail, including screenshots, can be found on the Support Center.

Google Single-Sign-On (SSO)

Users accessing ProQuest Platform through their academic institution can now seamlessly authenticate into ProQuest Platform using their institutional Google Account credentials. Google Single-Sign-On is an authentication option for products available on the ProQuest platform and facilitates easy access to the library’s ProQuest databases.

Students, faculty, and staff have one fewer password to remember, and librarians and electronic resource administrators can use the Google Account capabilities to configure and manage product access for their users. Once logged-in, users can easily share and save articles using Google Workspace for Education tools like Google Docs.

Google SSO is just the latest in a series of platform enhancements by ProQuest in recent years to facilitate deeper integration with student and faculty workflows.

To learn more about configuring Google Account Single-Sign-On for your ProQuest solutions, visit the Support Center article.

New resources for Academia & Government – Spring 2024

Featured products
Integrating Web of Science Data Insights into ProQuest Platforms

Data insights from Web of Science are being integrated into ProQuest Platform, offering ProQuest users key metrics to help inform their research journey at their point of need. These enhancements connect features of the Web of Science, "Journal Citation Reports," and ProQuest platforms across publication titles, documents and authors.

- Journal Citation Reports journal metrics in ProQuest Platform help users assess the world’s leading journals with publisher-neutral data and gain insight into publications to make informed, confident decisions.
- Web of Science citation counts in ProQuest Platform support confident discovery and assessment, helping users quickly locate key papers on topics of interest and stay up to date with the latest research.
- Coming soon: Web of Science Researcher Profile information in ProQuest Platform will help researchers determine which authors are subject matter experts on a topic to identify key opinion leaders and find collaborators.

These enhancements support ProQuest users with insights and key metrics at their point need.

ProQuest Historical Newspapers

Historical International Newspapers: London Evening Standard (1827-Current)

A London-based paper, with national and commonwealth influence, focused on the social narrative of and for the man on the street, complementing the raw, first-impression coverage of international events from correspondents placed all over Europe, America and the Commonwealth, and national political developments well before the national papers hit the streets the following day.

Historical Black Newspapers: Kansas City Call (1919-2010)

This Black weekly newspaper was founded in 1919 to provide leadership for the Black community. It quickly became one of the most successful Black newspapers in the U.S. covering civil rights issues and fighting segregation, discrimination, and other important issues of the African American community. The paper has a strong history of encouraging African Americans to register and vote and of covering many key Black issues including school segregation and urban development. The Kansas City Call fought to have Blacks serve on Kansas City juries and called for a reduction of violence within Black communities. It was the first African American newspaper to become an International News Service member in 1948 when it subscribed to one of the major wire services.

Historical Newspapers: St. Louis American (1928-2010)

The St. Louis American stands as a steadfast witness to the community, serving and reporting on the African American experience since its beginning in March 1928. This enduring weekly founded by Nathan B. Young, the first Black appointed municipal judge in St. Louis, and several prominent African American businessmen, has played a pivotal role in chronicling and championing African Americans in St. Louis. From its modest beginnings as an eight-page tabloid with a circulation of just over 2,000, the St. Louis American has evolved into the single largest weekly newspaper in Missouri. The newspaper has been a crucial voice in highlighting St. Louis’s historical significance for African Americans, from its key location on the Underground Railroad in the early to mid-19th century, to the establishment of a vibrant Black community, and serving as an active hub for civil rights in the 20th century. The inaugural issue in 1928 set the tone for the newspaper’s commitment to social justice, featuring a headline on the “Pullman Porters May Strike,” which covered the groundbreaking efforts of the first Black labor union. In 1930, the “Buy Where You Can Work Campaign” further solidified the newspaper’s legacy by advocating for the civil rights. The St. Louis American remains a trusted source of news tailored to the Black community reporting not only on social issues, but also and on national and regional news, religion, sports, and entertainment.

Historical Newspapers: ABC (Spain) (1903-2010)

Coming in H1 2024

ABC is a prominent Spanish-language tabloid daily newspaper published in Madrid. ABC’s origins trace back to 1903 when it was founded as a weekly publication by the esteemed journalist Torcuato Luca de Tena y Alvarez-Ossorio. The newspaper transitioned into a daily format in 1905 and subsequently expanded its reach with the introduction of a Seville edition after 1929. Throughout its long history, ABC has garnered a reputation for its exceptional literary standards, attracting many eminent writers and intellectuals who have contributed to its journalism. ABC has maintained a global perspective, boasting a dedicated foreign bureau that provides extensive coverage of international news. ABC’s deep commitment to reporting on the arts and Spanish culture further cements its status as a vital source of information and insight for both local and global audiences.


Stretching back to 1964 and representing the heyday of Fleet Street feature publishing, creative advertising and photography, this archive is a rich source of historical and cultural journalistic content. Published as part of The Observer, The Observer Magazine features everything from interviews with A-list stars to moving and inspirational personal stories and social issues. Leading columnists of the day offer words of wit and wisdom, interspersed with stunning photo-reportage from around the world. This collection pairs well with the Historical International Newspapers: The Guardian and The Observer.

Historical U.S. Standalone Newspapers: Barron’s Magazine (1921–2010)

Founded by Clarence Barron a successful Boston journalist and subsequent owner of Dow Jones & Company, Barron’s has been a leading U.S. weekly since 1921. Barron, considered the founder of modern financial journalism, created his magazine after his aggressive and in-depth coverage of Charles Ponzi which led to the schemer’s unraveling and conviction. His intense approach to find the financial truth paved the way for closer scrutiny of corporate financial information and thus made his magazine required reading for investors and financiers. Barron’s reports financial news, in-depth analysis and commentary on stocks and investments. It reflects on how markets moved across the world the previous week and provides outlook and reports on the week ahead.

Historical Newspapers: U.S. Collection

New!

Historical Newspapers: U.S. Collection explores America’s events and stories—past and present—through a collection of over 130 exclusive local newspaper titles across 34 states and growing. Titles span the first historical issue to the most recent, with the ability to experience each issue as it was originally printed, page by page, in crisp detail for an immersive research experience. News happens everywhere. This collection delivers first-hand accounts of news where and when it happened on the ground, with state, local and community news that was not covered in national and international dailies. Additionally, unique local perspectives and interpretations of national and global events provide an alternate lens through which to study key events and social issues of the past and present.

TDM Studio

Pair news collections with a text and data mining solution that provides researchers with full rights clearance for their data and language processing needs. Interrogate historical and current news to answer questions in Business, Social Sciences, and Political Sciences.

Academic Video Online

A comprehensive video subscription, with almost 80,000* titles. The latest content additions include content from Sony Pictures Classics, FILM PLATFORM, PBS, BBC, Bloomberg Media Distribution, Quest TV, Grasshopper Film, Collective Eye Films, Cheng Cheng Films, and more.

New!

Academic Video Online launched a new learning tool, Video Interaction Functionality. This enables faculty to embed pedagogical tools throughout streaming videos, including discussion prompts, multiple choice and free form questions, polling, and more. Video interactions can be created by faculty or edited from interactions already available and will deliver meaningful ways to leverage streaming video for collaboration, reflection, and assessment of student knowledge and retention of course lessons and concepts. Faculty will also have access to real-time analytics, to see student responses and adapt their teaching based on student comprehension to facilitate improved learning outcomes.

Learn more: alexanderstreet.com/avon

ProQuest One Academic

A landmark resource with single point access to the world’s largest curated collection of essential content. Called “invaluable” by Library Journal, ProQuest™ One Academic, assembles four core multi-disciplinary products on the same responsive, cross-searchable platform. “This product offers both substance and style,” said the Charleston Advisor. “ProQuest One Academic is about intuitive as it gets.”

ProQuest One Academic includes:

Academic Video Online

A comprehensive video subscription, with almost 80,000* titles. The latest content additions include content from Sony Pictures Classics, FILM PLATFORM, PBS, BBC, Bloomberg Media Distribution, Quest TV, Grasshopper Film, Collective Eye Films, Cheng Cheng Films, and more.

*Territory restrictions apply

Keep up-to-date on what’s new in Academic Video Online:
support.proquest.com/s/article/Academic-Video-Online-Content-Update?language=en_US

ProQuest Central

This multidisciplinary research solution is the foundational collection every library needs to support first year students through to scholarly researchers. In addition to some of the world’s most important scholarly publishers including Cambridge University Press, Springer, Nature, Emerald, and others, Proquest Central™ delivers:

- Essential news content from sources such as Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Le Monde, The Economist, and more.
- Influential business and current affairs magazines.
- The latest academic thinking in the form of working papers and conference proceedings.
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global

With over 5.7 million records and over 3.2 million full-text works, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global™ is an extraordinary collection of diverse, multidisciplinary dissertations and theses. Introducing ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Citation Index: The newest collection on the Web of Science platform.

• Discovery of 5.7M+ metadata records from PQDT Global in a standalone database.
• Graduate works from 4K+ universities in 60+ countries around the world.
• For PQDT Global subscribers, links to 3.2M+ full-text documents that include:
  - Innovative methodologies and experimental details outlined in the full document.
  - Unpublished datasets and results found only in the dissertation document.
• Cited reference indexing and linking will be available to further connect dissertations and theses to the Web of Science network.

Cited reference indexing and linking further connect dissertations and theses to the Web of Science network. In addition to building a more holistic view of a research topic by including unpublished scholarship and diverse perspectives, with >172 million cited references from dissertations and theses researchers can now:

• Follow citation links to spark new ways of thinking about an idea.
• Quickly explore the research foundation of dissertations and theses on novel and niche topics and locate research that shares part of that foundation.

Keep up to date on what’s new in PQDT Global: support.proquest.com/s/article/What’s-New-in-ProQuest-Dissertations-Theses-Global?language=en_US

Academic Complete

Providing libraries with affordable access to over 235,000 multidisciplinary ebooks, ProQuest’s flagship ebook subscription, Academic Complete offers libraries unique content value and user-focused features to provide ebooks relevant to current degrees and emerging academic trends, all in an engaging, accessible, award-winning interface.

*Territory restrictions apply

ProQuest One Business

What’s New in ProQuest One Business

ProQuest One Business supports the unique teaching and learning needs of business faculty and students by combining practical and theoretical content in an interface that helps students build the research skills they’ll need for success in their courses and careers.

Interface enhancements:

• Intuitive, visual industry and subject browses makes it easier to discover and use content.
• New Industry Topic Pages: similar in structure to the popular Company Topic Pages, these bring together information on key industries making it easy for students to find relevant articles, books, news, reports and more for more than 100 industries.
Pair business collections with TDM Studio, a text and data mining solution that provides researchers with full rights clearance for their data and language processing needs. Interrogate News, Journals, Dissertations, and more to answer questions in Business and Economics.

**More content:**

- Over 70 Scholarly Journals added in full text, including:
  - Titles from Common Ground Research Networks including The International Journal of Sustainability Policy and Practice and The International Journal of Organizational Diversity.
  - More titles from Springer including Schmalenbach Journal of Business Research.
  - Other key journals include S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal (Society for the Advancement of Management), Labour (Canadian Committee on Labour History), and Review of Development Finance (Chartered Institute of Development Finance).

- More than 900 extra books. Examples include:
  - Choice Outstanding Academic Titles such as Is Entrepreneurship Dead? (Yale University Press), Income Distribution (Oxford University Press) and Same Players, Different Game (University of New Mexico Press).
  - Over 650 new case studies from Emerald covering a wide variety of topics.
  - Reports, working papers, and more from Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), including the Global Livability Survey, the Confederation of British industry (CBI), and MIT Technology Review Insights.
  - More than 40 magazines and trade journals covering industries such as construction, aviation, footwear, social media, and cybersecurity.

**The Charleston ADVISOR**

**Best New Product 2021**

“*The interface is sleek and intuitive.*”

Charleston Advisor Best New Product 2023

“In addition to outstanding content, the database is also superbly organized and easy to navigate.”

Library Journal Best Reference: Best Database 2021

**What’s New:**

- Hit Visualization — Shows users visually where their hits are concentrated in the text and allows them to click straight to them, often allowing them to skip to the parts of the text most relevant to their search.

- Close Reading — New features support the deep and thorough analysis of literary works. Software enhancements allow users to sort by and preview keyword occurrence within context in the results list. Users can also see hits of key terms in the table of contents alongside the text saving hours of time combing through texts.

**Recent content additions:**

- Over 400 new and updated author biographies have been added and appear on dedicated author pages to support contextual understanding of the lives and works of authors.
- 30 new Topic Pages covering movements, key works, and new authors have been created to provide context and support by uniting resources and providing quick access points to critical content.

- Over 900 books added including:
  - Gender, Nation, and the Arabic Novel: Egypt, 1892-2008 by Hoda Elsadda.
  - The Edinburgh Companion to Modern Jewish Fiction.
  - Asian American Literary Studies by Guiyou Huang.
  - The Sea by Raúl Zurita, Bei Dao, and Shelby Chan.

**ProQuest One Literature**

We continue to add new features and content to a collection of scholarship and literary works as diverse as your students.

**New resources for Academia & Government - Spring 2024**

- Topic Pages guide students to content they may not have thought to seek out. Extra pages have been added including 400 more biography pages and 200 pages covering movements, key works, and new authors.

**Recommended:**

- More than 70 Scholarly Journals added in full text, including:
  - Titles from Common Ground Research Networks including The International Journal of Sustainability Policy and Practice and The International Journal of Organizational Diversity.
  - More titles from Springer including Schmalenbach Journal of Business Research.
  - Other key journals include S.A.M. Advanced Management Journal (Society for the Advancement of Management), Labour (Canadian Committee on Labour History), and Review of Development Finance (Chartered Institute of Development Finance).

- More than 900 extra books. Examples include:
  - Choice Outstanding Academic Titles such as Is Entrepreneurship Dead? (Yale University Press), Income Distribution (Oxford University Press) and Same Players, Different Game (University of New Mexico Press).
  - Over 650 new case studies from Emerald covering a wide variety of topics.
  - Reports, working papers, and more from Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), including the Global Livability Survey, the Confederation of British industry (CBI), and MIT Technology Review Insights.
  - More than 40 magazines and trade journals covering industries such as construction, aviation, footwear, social media, and cybersecurity.
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**What’s New:**

- Hit Visualization — Shows users visually where their hits are concentrated in the text and allows them to click straight to them, often allowing them to skip to the parts of the text most relevant to their search.

- Close Reading — New features support the deep and thorough analysis of literary works. Software enhancements allow users to sort by and preview keyword occurrence within context in the results list. Users can also see hits of key terms in the table of contents alongside the text saving hours of time combing through texts.

**Recent content additions:**

- Over 400 new and updated author biographies have been added and appear on dedicated author pages to support contextual understanding of the lives and works of authors.
- 30 new Topic Pages covering movements, key works, and new authors have been created to provide context and support by uniting resources and providing quick access points to critical content.

- Over 900 books added including:
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30 scholarly journals including:

- Titles from California University Press such as Journal of Autoethnography and Journal of Medieval Worlds.
- Black Warrior Review (University of Alabama).
- Concentric: Literary and Cultural Studies (National Taiwan Normal University).
- New Literaria (Adrija Press).
- Teresian Journal of English Studies (St. Teresa’s College Emakulam).
- Prospero (EUT Edizioni Università di Trieste).
- Video content including BBC adaptations of classic texts by Dickens, Dostoyevsky, Lewis Carroll, Chekhov and more.

In a recent Web of Science customer survey, the majority of respondents agreed that dissertations and theses are an essential part of understanding the research landscape and add value to the Web of Science by providing users simultaneous access to unpublished and published multidisciplinary scholarship. In response, Clarivate has integrated ProQuest™ Dissertations & Theses metadata and abstracts into the Web of Science.

**Introducing ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Citation**

This integration between ProQuest Dissertations and Theses and the Web of Science enables researchers to seamlessly uncover early career, post-graduate research in the form of more than 5.7 million dissertations and theses from over 4,100 institutions in more than 60 countries, alongside journal articles, conference proceedings, research data, books, preprints and patents.

Help your researchers maximize the results of limited research time by capturing a wider range of scholarly outputs in a single search.

**Improve literature reviews:** Execute more comprehensive literature reviews by including unpublished scholarship and more diverse perspectives.

**Find related research faster:** Quickly explore the research foundation of dissertations and theses on novel and niche topics with indexed cited references.

**Discover emerging trends:** Identify emerging areas of research and the post-graduate programs that are engaged in this research.

**Showcase your achievement to peers and evaluators:** Claim your dissertation or thesis in your Web of Science Researcher Profile to make your work more visible to researchers and leaders at 9,000 organizations around the world using Web of Science.

Integrating solutions to empower researchers

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Citation Index™ on the Web of Science platform represents a significant leap forward in facilitating research excellence. By bridging the gap between published and unpublished works, this collaboration empowers researchers and graduate students to achieve their research goals more efficiently and effectively.

For joint subscribers of the Web of Science and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global, direct full-text linking allows researchers to delve into more than three million full-text documents on the ProQuest Platform without interruption, eliminating barriers and facilitating a deeper exploration of relevant research.
Think forward to a new era in research and learning

With over 150 years of pioneering heritage, evolving and innovating is written in our DNA. Our solutions, insights and content empower you to anticipate and navigate the ever-changing complexities of academia so that you can nurture your curiosity and have the confidence to push the boundaries of knowledge.

This is our Think forward™ promise — connecting you to intelligence you can trust to advance a new era in research and learning.

About Clarivate

Clarivate is a leading global information services provider. We help people and organizations think forward by connecting them to intelligence they can trust to transform their perspective, their work and our world. Working with the scientific and academic community, we empower institutions and libraries to drive meaningful impact at scale by connecting trusted content, deep expertise and responsible innovation. Clarivate is home to leading research, education and library solutions, including Web of Science™, ProQuest®, Ex Libris® and Innovative™.

Contact our experts today:
clarivate.com
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